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About Us

Life Skills foundation (LSF) was founded by a group of Passionate Professionals in 2013. Our

founders have a solid track record of holding Senior Management Positions with Global

firms and also establishing successful Entrepreneurship ventures. Functionally, their

experience & expertise revolves around Business, Technology & Human Resources.

Headquartered in Hong Kong, LSF has a presence in Asia & Partners in most Key Markets

across the world.

What we do?

“We develop Human Capital to build Organization Effectiveness.” From highly focused

programs for small Businesses to Enterprise- wide engagements for thousands of global

employees, each initiative leverages the remarkable depth and breadth of LSF industry

experts, user- friendly solutions, and a creative, agile mindset. The result is stronger

companies better prepared to meet their challenges and thrive, both today and in the

future. LSF solves problems through 5 Practice Areas – Development Courses, Business

Consulting, Executive Coaching, HR Outsourcing & Inspirational Offsites (3CO2).

Our Mission is to:

Solve Business Problems through PEOPLE Solutions

WHO WE ARE?
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We Work With:

Executives, Entrepreneurs & Enterprises (3Es) to solve Business problems 

through PEOPLE solutions.

WHO WE WORK WITH?

We PARTNER with Enterprises to develop 

Human Capital & enhance PERFORMANCE

• Training & Development

• HR Consulting

• Executive Coaching

• Talent Management

• Keynotes & Offsites

ENTERPRISES 

(Large Organizations)

We GUIDE Executives to navigate the Corporate 

Jungle & thrive in their CAREERS

• Career Coaching

• Workshops

• Online Learning

EXECUTIVES

(Individuals Seeking 

Growth)

We WORK with Entrepreneurs to scale & 

accomplish their Business GOALS

• Business Coaching

• Employee Training

• HR Outsourcing

• Staff Augmentation

• Founder Coaching

ENTREPRENEURS

(Small & Medium 

Businesses)
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I. Courses

1. Digital Learning

2. Classroom Courses

II. Coaching

1. Life Coaching

2. Executive Coaching

3. Relationship Coaching

4. Business Coaching

5. Career Coaching

III. Consulting

1. Talent Management

2. People Analytics

3. Assessment Center

4. Change Management

5. Culture Transformation

IV. Outsourcing

1. Learning Management

2. Staff Augmentation

V. Offsites

1. Inspirational Keynotes

2. Executive Masterclass

3. Corporate Offsites

4. Team Building

WHAT WE DO?
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1. Solution vs. Products

Most Training Firms follow a Product based approach. E.g. a Sales Consultancy can only deliver

Sales Courses and tries to solve every business problem with their limited product offerings. To be

fair, this does bring focus, but it leaves a Company to deal with 100s of suppliers and be the Doctor,

who has to find the best solution.

LSF on the other hand is like your Family Doctor who carefully diagnoses the issue/ need and then

crafts a solution that solves it. LSF is effectively able to do this through their 120+ Experts & 1,000+

product (course) offerings.

2. Business vs. HR Expertise

Business always complains about HR not being able to understand their problem and HR always

criticizes Business on not engaging them early. Unfortunately, we see these differences crop up in

every second company. This is not helpful for either side, HR needs to think about issues like long

term Employee Engagement & Business needs to think about Profit & Performance.

Over the last few years, LSF has recruited a diverse Talent which has enabled us to have both HR

and Business expertise in the house. This expertise helps LSF understand HR needs better &

directly impact Business Performance.

3. Digitalization vs. Org. Psychology

Seems as if the whole world is going Digital and this pursuit sometimes misses the fundamentals of

Human and Organization Psychology. We often are called to support Digital Transformation

initiatives struggling with Employee Resistance or Organization Change which struggles using

relevant Technology.

LSF has a team of Organization Psychology Experts who understand the Digital world and

Technology Experts who understand Human Psychology. This confluence puts us in a unique

position to bring about Digital Transformation & manage Change holistically.

4. Agile Program Designers

Attending training not only involves costs but also opportunity losses due to pulling people out of

their jobs. The luxury of designing long duration & one solution for all needs are gone. Companies

today are asking for agility in program design that not only addresses the market changes but also

considers their time constraints.

Over the years, LSF has recruited a very Agile team of Program designers who can design most

programs for duration of 1 month, 1 day and even 1 hour. We deliver these courses through

engaging learner Journeys, Workshops & Masterclasses respectively. Most importantly, we infuse

the changes in the marketplace real time to keep the Courses relevant.

5. Passionate Development Practitioners

Let's define a Passionate Development Expert first. He is a person who is crazy about his craft and

lives it day in and day out. We have observed that if a Trainer/ Speaker/ Coach is not passionate

and does not upgrade his craft, slowly his work starts becoming stale or irrelevant.

“With consistent application comes conviction and with conviction comes impact!” Our Experts are

not only Teachers but PRACTITIONERS who update & apply their knowledge to real life and

business situations regularly. This helps them enhance impact, in areas of both Business & People

Performance.

WHAT DIFFERENTIATES US?
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OUR VALUES
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Our Approach

Finding the relevant solution to sustain earning’s growth is about finding the right partner

to help develop the relevant skills. Much like a pharmaceutical company trying to heal a

sick person without a w-Holistic diagnosis, most firms are limited in their product offerings

and would try to force-fit their product to address your need.

LSF’s endeavor is to be a Doctor in the field of wHolistic Organization & Talent

Development. Clearly, there are not enough Diagnostic Experts who have experience

within this space, therefore, our approach is to carefully diagnose your need before we

make a relevant recommendation. We design solutions in flexible sizes, our range

constitutes of over 1000 People Solutions to help achieve your Business Goals.

OUR APPROACH

Client 

Describes 
their need

LSF 

Diagnoses
the problem

Experts 

Research 
the alternatives

LSF 

Recommends 
the solution

Courses

1. Design & 

Development

2. Classroom 

Training

3. Webinar 

Training

4. E-Learnings

5. Video Trainings

Coaching

1. Life Coaching

2. Executive 

Coaching

3. Relationships 

Coaching

4. Founder 

Coaching

5. Business 

Coaching

Consulting

1. Strategic 

Leadership

2. Digital 

Transformation

3. HR & Change 

Management

4. Operational 

Efficiency

5. Growth & 

Innovation

Outsourcing

1. Learning 

Management

2. Staff 

Augmentation 

Services

3. HR & Talent 

Management

Offsites

1. Keynote 

Speakers

2. Strategy 

Offsites

3. Executive 

Training

4. Boardroom 

Facilitation

5. Team Building 

Games

Our Services
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• Leadership and Management

• Sales & Relationship Management

• Org. Culture & Employee Engagement

• Communication Skills

• Professional Career Development

• Business Coaching

• Wellness

PRODUCTS & SERVICES

Business 
Management 

Academy

BA & Project 
Management 

Academy

Digital 
Leadership 
Academy

Financial 
Services 
Academy

Technical 
Skills 

Academy

• Business Analyst

• Change Management

• Agile Project Management

• Project Management 

Institute

• Six Sigma

• Scrum Alliance Pathway

• IT Infrastructure

• Digital Transformation

• Digital Leadership

• Agile Careers

• FINTECH

• Change Management

• Corporate Finance

• Credit & Corporate Banking

• Legal

• C-Suite & Board Education

• Governance, Risk & Compliance

• Investment & Asset Management

• SME & Trade Banking

• Leadership Development

• Office Productivity

• Social Media

• Analytics & Big Data

• Cloud Computing
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We partner with on 

of the World’s 
Largest Coaching 

company to bring 

Business Coaching in 

Asia. Stellar 

Consulting brings 

money, time and 

choice to business 

owners. Our 

coaching 

methodology has 

transformed 

hundreds of 

businesses in 37 

countries. What 

would you change in 

your business?

PRODUCTS & SERVICES

Life coaching, often 

called personal coaching 

or simply coaching, is a 

one-on-one, 

collaborative process in 

which a trained 

professional (the coach) 

helps you, the client, 

achieve your personal 

life goals. These goals 

may include just about 

anything: more self 

confidence, weight loss, 

career change, better 

relationships, and many 

more.

Executive coaching is 

aimed at improving the 

performance of high 

powered executives 

within an organization. 

Executive coaching is 

similar to sports 

coaching for high 

performance athletes. 

The role of the coach is 

to expose blind spots 

and challenge the 

executive to achieve 

greater levels of 

success.

Relationship coaching is a 

life coaching specialization 

that helps people find 

greater fulfillment in their 

personal relationships. A 

relationship coach can 

help you set relationship 

goals, understand your 

current partnership, thrive 

inside your marriage, 

grieve a lost loved-one, or 

take your long-term 

romance to the next level.

Career Coaching 

provides the time 

and space to really 

focus on the most 

important person –
YOU. It is a 

wonderful 

opportunity to see if 

anything ‘could be 
better’, tackle any 

frustrations or blocks 

and then explore 

what possibilities 

there are for you.

Business 
Coaching

Life Coaching

Executive 
Coaching

Career 
Coaching

Relationship 
Coaching



Assessment 
Centre

Change 
Management

People 
Analytics

Talent 
Management
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This testing process allows organizations to see how employees would 

react in an environment similar to the one that they’d be working in. The 
tasks, activities, and problem scenarios in assessment centers should all 

mimic real situations. Their ability to work through these, gives 

interviewers an in-depth look at whether they are the right fit for the role.

PRODUCTS & SERVICES

Talent management remains a 

top business and HR issue as 

organisations report capability 

and leadership challenges 

worldwide. Technology, 

globalization, and growing 

government regulation are 

reshaping the way people work, 

learn, collaborate, and lead. 

You also need to create programs and 

opportunities to involve employees in 

developing your culture. People naturally 

want to work for organizations which 

value their people and their culture. You 

can start in small groups within the 

organization to demonstrate the impact of 

culture change on team performance. 

However, for organization-wide change, 

you’ll need to empower leaders at all 
levels to live the desired culture.

People analytics, also known as 

human resource (HR) analytics and 

talent analytics, is form of big data 

that applies math, statistics and 

modeling to worker-related data 

to see and predict patterns. In 

particular, HR departments use 

people analytics to make better 

decisions about all aspects of HR 

strategy with the goal of improving 

business performance.

Change is 

unavoidable, but 

as humans we 

have a natural 

resistance toward 

it. And although it 

may be difficult, 

you can either 

change with the 

time, or be 

changed by the 

time. It is the 

organisations’
that make change 

part of the way 

they think and act 

that will shape the 

future.

Culture 

Transformation
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PRODUCTS & SERVICES

The digital age is well and truly here, 

and when it comes to digital business 

transformation it is not a matter of if, 

but when. The right IT infrastructure 

can optimize operations, improve 

productivity and accelerate growth –
but the wrong one can slow down even 

the most savvy organisation.

Increasingly, corporations are 

outsourcing learning administration 

processes in order to make the most of 

their budgets and to guarantee that the 

greatest expertise is applied to each 

learning solution. We offer a full range 

of learning management services that 

relieve administrative pressures and 

free your team to focus on results.

Learning Management Staff Augmentation
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PRODUCTS & SERVICES

Creating an extraordinary Offsite, 

Retreat, Board Meeting or Conference 

can change people and results. LSF has 

served leaders and teams with expert 

offsite/ conference design and 

facilitation. Our approach to your 

Offsite is always based on careful 

analysis of your needs, which we bring 

to life with a broad range of interactive 

programs, exercises, and learning 

methodologies.

This one day workshop will surface and 

address individual challenges with 

current situation and help team envision 

future that they want to see happening. 

We are focusing on actionable outputs 

that individuals and teams can utilise in 

their work immediately after the 

experience.

Inspirational 

Keynotes

Executive 

Masterclasses

Corporate 

Offsites

Team

Building

Executive Masterclasses are byte size 

training progammes (1 to 4 hours) 

which can be delivered to all 

management levels. Led by our Experts 

and Industry Leaders, these 

Masterclasses cover a wide array of 

business and management topics.

A good keynote speaker that delivers a 

powerful message in a way that 

captivates an audience can ensure an 

event is memorable for many years. 

Keynote speakers who deliver a powerful 

message in a way that captivates an 

audience can ensure an event is 

memorable for many years.
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OUR TEAM

Aalok Gupta/ Managing Partner

Aalok is a former Banker, Business & HRD Head. In his 25 years Corporate

Career, he led Businesses for fifteen years (with MNCs like American

Express) before he transitioned into Human Resources Development (HRD)

as the Global Head (for HSBC) over the next decade. He has Coached 1000s

of Executives to help them find Direction and Develop their people.

Jyoti Mishra/ Partner & Head of Client Relationships

Jyoti has co-founded 2 organizations and lead sales/ relationship roles

within 3 industries. Her ability to make connections and network has

helped her connect Clients to both opportunities and solutions. Her

experience puts her in a unique position to support Projects & support

their Businesses to transform towards the next phase of Growth.

William Hodson/ Client Relationships Manager

William is responsible for managing Client & Partner relationships and

providing people solutions to Clients and engaging Partner Relationships

across the firm. He has been working in the client management and event

management domain for several years and has managed content for B2B

marketing events in his previous roles.

Pranav Patel/ Director – Client Relationships

He is an expert in Leadership Training and Mentoring and has been involved

in training leaders and aspirants from various fields including Corporate

Sector, Political Arena and Public Services. He has done extensive research

on “Kautilya’s Arthashastra” in a 6 months residential major research

program at The University of Mumbai.

Nicholas Fordham/ Senior Consultant

Nick has worked as a trainer, facilitator, role-player and coach for nearly a

decade. He teaches a variety of soft skills including Storytelling, Influencing,

Emotional Intelligence, Stress Management and Presentation Skills. Nick

has been asked to speak and MC at conferences in Hong Kong and to host

panel discussions and debates. He is a certified IECL (ICF) Level 2

organizational coach.

Anurag Aggarwal/ Sr. Manager – Operations & Product Development

Anurag heads the Operations and Product Development at LSF, with his 15+

years of experience in managing operations in MNCs, he has built

significant expertise in people management, operations management,

process improvement, product development and CRM. Over the time he

has also built his expertise around Digital Marketing specializing in Google

AdWords PPC campaign management.
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OUR CLIENTS
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CLIENT TESTIMONIALS

“Thanks for being such an 
inspirational coach for our people, it 

was a pleasure to help during last 

week‘s milestone school. It certainly 
was a great learning experience for 

everyone, including myself.”  ~Bodo 

Schaefer

Managing Director Capco Germany 

& Austria, CAPCO

“This is the best workshop I 
have ever joined in the Bank 

so far. This workshop gave me 

comprehensive understanding 

of bank operation.” ~Yvette, 

Commercial Bank, HSBC

“Lots of energy, passion, 
experience based sharing. We 

have lots of work to do.” In the 
Collaborative Leadership 

workshop.

~Paul Young, CEO, Commercial 

Risk & Health Solutions, AON

“The session is fruitful and 
the facilitator has strong 

experience and can share 

real experience (not only 

textbook knowledge).”  
~Kwan Wan Sha, Hang 

Seng

“I can equip myself with methods to regain the power, when challenges 
come and I believe this will be useful for my coming role an 

leadership.” ~Client Services Manager, MACAU, Global Markets, HSBC 

“Many insights and also well proposed and deep engaging... Thank you 
for investing time with me and my colleagues.” ~ Franco Restelli, 

President EMEA Schneider Electric

“Our delegates enjoyed your session – in particular the memorable 

quote of yours that ‘People don’t hate change, but rather they hate 
VUCA,’ sparked an interesting conversation. Our subsequent debriefing 
revealed that they left the session feeling motivated to apply the take 

aways.” ~Chee Leong Loh, Program Manager, Belfius Bank




